The breakdown of semantic knowledge relative to living and non-living categories was studied in patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD). The same living and non-living items were used in a semantic battery and in a semantic priming paradigm exploring automatic access to the semantic system. Although AD patients showed a semantic deficit on the intentional semantic battery, they demonstrated normal semantic facilitation on the priming task. In the AD group as a whole, the semantic impairment did not preferentially affect the living category either in the intentional or automatic condition. Instead, a prevalent deficit for the living category was found in three AD patients (14% of the group) on the intentional semantic tasks, but not on the automatic one. These findings support the view that the category effect may not be a generalised phenomenon in AD but may be restricted to a limited number of patients. The intentional/automatic dissociation of the semantic breakdown demonstrated by AD patients is discussed in relation to different theories regarding the organisation of semantic memory.
Introduction
The semantic memory deficit is an important component of cognitive decline in patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) (Bayles & Tomoeda, 1983; Martin & Fedio, 1983) . The breakdown of semantic memory is considered the main cause of their poor performance on a variety of tasks such as Naming, Verbal Fluency and Object Recognition tasks or tests probing knowledge of concept meaning (see Salmon, Butters, & Chan, 1999 for a review). Although the semantic memory impairment is well documented even in the early stages of the disease, its exact characteristics are still a matter of debate. One of the most controversial issues is whether the semantic damage in AD preferentially affects a specific-category of knowledge. Contrasting data have been reported in this regard. In fact, some findings actually support a selective semantic impairment for * Corresponding author. Tel.: +39-06-51501574; fax: +39-06-51501584.
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the categories of living beings (Daum, Riesch, Sartori, & Birbaumer, 1996; Mazzoni, Moretti, Lucchini, Vista, & Muratorio, 1991; Montanes, Goldblum, & Boller, 1995; Silveri, Daniele, Giustolisi, & Gainotti, 1991) , while other studies report a homogeneous impairment of these two categories of knowledge (Gainotti, Di Betta, & Silveri, 1996; Hodges, Salmon, & Butters, 1992; Montanes, Goldblum, & Boller, 1996; Tippett, Grossman, & Farah, 1996) in AD patients. Several different hypotheses have been advanced to account for the inconsistency of reported findings regarding the category effect in the semantic impairment of AD patients. Tippett et al. (1996) sustained that AD does not generally cause a selective category-specific deficit and that when such a deficit occurs it is likely an artefact due to imperfectly matched living/non-living stimuli sets. This claim is based on the finding that intrinsic properties of words such as familiarity, prototypicality and frequency of occurrence are generally lower for living than for non-living things (Funnell & Sheridan, 1992; Hodges et al., 1992) and, in contrast, visual complexity is often greater for living than for
